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Season 2, Episode 27
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Psycho Therapy



Jake makes amends with Billy before leaving for a weekend fishing trip. Ted continues to creep around in the crawl space above Amanda's apartment.  Jo realizes that someone is in Amanda's apartment; and she and Amanda catch Ted trying to escape.  Amanda refuses to allow Jo to call the police until Amanda has tied up Ted and emotionally tortured him. Billy warns Dr. Miller not to interfere in his relationship with Alison. Alison ends their sessions, but not before Dr. Miller makes an astute observation about her relationships with men. Michael learns that Dr. Levin is a client of Sydney's business, and uses this information to blackmail his boss into appointing him chief resident. Michael tells Sydney that he wants to give their marriage a chance. As they kiss, Kimberly observes them from the beach below.
Quest roles:
Laura Leighton(Sydney Andrews), Carmen Argenziano, Chris Gartin


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
20 April 1994, 00:00
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